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Ultrafast AFLC based for passive display for true 3D images
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Liquid crystals (LC) have been widely used in display technology for many years and has over the last decade become the dominant display technology in a large range of applications starting at high, or ultra-high spatial resolution micro projector screens to large area direct view home cinema displays, via laptop computer displays and telephones.

In the course of the development of commercial liquid crystal displays (LCD), the nematic LC has been evermore dominant since the industrially led development of high quality thin film transistors, for making active matrix displays, complex electrodes, for in-plane switching, and multiple alignment directions for improving the viewing angle, has been faster, less disruptive and cheaper than the change to ferroelectric or antiferroelectric liquid crystal alternatives.

In order to meet the requirements needed for the manufacturing of a display capable of a full screen refreshment rate in the order 1 kHz we decided to employ smectic liquid crystals, which could be addressed passively. This high refresh rate was needed in order to generate a 3D image allowing for 19 different stereo viewing angles, which by the human brain would be perceived as a true 3D image.

During the cause of the development of the display both ferroelectric and antiferroelectric liquid crystals were tested. Eventually a temporal dithering antiferroelectric liquid crystal display was employed, using a novel high impedance addressing scheme and an hextuple scan (Fig. 1), leading to possible the fastest grey scale display developed at that moment.

This presentation will give a brief introduction to 3D imaging techniques, to surface stabilised structures and to conventional passive (A)FLCD driving followed by a detailed description of the development and results of the ulta-high speed display.

Fig. 1: The electrode design. The large inter-pixel space needed for image deviator allowed for hextuple scan.